The Honors Society of Kappa Phi Kappa

Phi Kappa Phi recognizes and promotes academic excellence in all fields of higher education and engages the community of scholars in service to others.
If my mind can conceive it, my heart can believe it, and I know I can achieve it.
There is a colonial woman on the wing. There is something they’re not telling us. She was out there churning butter. She was churning butter!
Introducing...

The 6 Keys to Elevation & Success
1) Take Off Will Be Uncomfortable But It’s A Necessary Part Of Your Elevation
#2 Remember The Instructions In Case Of An Emergency.

Be Willing To Help Someone
# 3

Look Out the Window

enjoy the Journey
The Plane Is Still Moving Forward

- Dr. Jessica S. Henry
#5 Remember the Baggage Limit...Not Everything from your past can go with you in your future